
 

Summer 2022 Newsletter 

Dear Parents & Children of Year 1, 
 

We hope that you had a fantastic break and are looking forward to the start of another brilliant term! We have many 
fun things planned and we are sure the children will continue to work as hard as they usually do. 
 

Curriculum Guide 

 

English 

Our English texts for Term 5 will be Surprising Sharks and Tadpole’s Promise. Surprising Sharks is a fantastic non
-fiction text, which I am sure the children will find incredibly interesting! It gives us many opportunities for reading 
lessons, exploring vocabulary and retrieving information. Our writing will focus on non-fiction pieces about sharks 
and our SPaG focus for this text are capital letters, full stops, question marks and the features of non-fiction. 
Tadpole’s Promise is a fiction book about a tadpole and a caterpillar, and their life cycle. This book provides us with 
cross-curricular links to science. There are many writing opportunities, which we will be exploring, story, letter and 
diary writing. Our SPaG focus will be capital letters, full stops, plurals (using s/es suffixes) and un prefix. We will 
also be looking at retrieval and inference in our reading lessons. 
 

Our texts for Term 6 will be Biscuit Bear, Toys in Space and The Gingerbread Man. Our main SPaG focus for Term 
6 will be adding suffixes to verbs (ing, ed, er), sequencing sentences to form narratives and consolidation of any 
areas we might need. Biscuit Bear is a lovely fiction story about a bear who is a biscuit; we will be using drama to 
retell the story and will use adjectives for expanded noun phrases in our writing. Toys in Space is an exciting fiction 
book about toys who go to space! We will be linking this story with our P4C session. The children will enjoy reading 
this book and writing a newspaper report about the missing toys. The Gingerbread Man is a familiar tale for the 
children to read and we will be using a range of SPaG elements taught throughout the year to retell the story. 
To end Term 6 we will be looking at Summer poetry, reading, writing and performing!  
 

Maths 

In Maths, we will continue with our measurement topic, we are learning to measure length, height, weight and 
volume in our first 2 weeks of Term 5. We will be moving onto fractions and then multiplication and division.  
In Term 6, we are continuing with multiplication and division then covering position and direction, place value to 100 
and time. We also have maths mastery sessions 3 times a week to allow the children time to consolidate their 
understanding of number and deepen their knowledge. 
 

Science 

Our Term 5 topic for Science is everyday materials, the children studied this topic in Term 1 and we will continue 
and deepen our knowledge further by conducting a variety of experiments to test the properties of different 
materials. We will also focus on our scientific vocabulary when investigating. 
 

In Term 6, we will be returning to the seasonal changes, the children investigated the seasons in Term 2 and we 
will deepen our understanding and knowledge further through observations of our British Summer time and making 
comparisons. We will investigate things that change throughout the seasons and gather data to record in different 
formats.  
 

Humanities 

This term we will explore the UK in Geography. Children will develop important geographical skills, such as areal 
map reading, investigating atlases and globes and understanding some simple map symbols. We will be identifying 
the four countries in the UK and their capital cities, which we will look at in detail to make comparisons.  
 

History in Term 6 will be focusing on Florence Nightingale and Mary Segal. We will complete research about these 
two significant people, investigate why they are significant and answer simple questions using sources and 
evidence.  
 

DT and Art 
In Art this term, we will be investigating and studying a range of artists and sculptures. Looking at their work and 
using a range of media and artistic skills to recreate their pieces and use their styles to create our own. We will be 
looking at the work of Georgia O’Keefe, Frank Stella, Jackson Pollock, Barbara Hepworth and Henri Matisse. 
Term 6, for our final DT project, we will be focusing on Food; learning to distinguish between fruit and vegetables 
and where they grow. We will be designing a fruit and vegetable smoothie and the accompanying packaging.  
 

 



Religious Education (RE) 
RE will be investigating the question ‘What makes some places sacred?’ We will explore the meaning of sacred 
and relate this to places in our lives. We will look at Mosques, Synagogues and Churches to explore objects and 
symbols. We will listen to Muslim, Jewish and Christian stories to understand further, why these places are 
sacred.  
 

Computing  
In Term 5 our Computing topic is Computing Systems and Networks, we will focus on using a computer, 
developing our mouse skills, drawing shapes, a story and a self-portrait on the computer. In Term 6 we will be 
looking at algorithms, deepening their knowledge of bee bots and programming and transferring these skills to 
algorithms on a computer.  
Throughout the two terms, we will continue our important online safety learning. 
 

Physical Education (PE) 
PE will be on Tuesday and Thursday. Can the children please come to school in their PE kit on these days. 
This saves a lot of time in our busy day of learning. Please ensure the PE kit is suitable for school, Mrs 
Saunders has sent out a uniform reminder for PE days. 
 

In Term 5, our Tuesday sessions will concentrate on multi skills, attacking and defending. On Thursdays, the 
children will be focusing on striking skills with the wonderful coach from Premier Sports.  
In Term 6, our Tuesday sessions will concentrate on gymnastics. On Thursdays, the children will be focusing on 
athletics, again with the Premier Sports coach.  
 

PSHE/SMSC 

PSHE and SMSC will be learning about Relationships in Term 5 and Changing Me in Term 6.  
 

Music 

In Term 5 for our Music learning we will be using Surprising Sharks and Tadpole’s Surprise to create music to, we 
will use the moods and themes in the books to create different sounds using the dimensions of music. 
 

Music in Term 6 focuses on listening and understanding; we will be looking at the composer Vivaldi and ‘The Four 
Seasons’.    
 

Homework 

 

This term we are asking children to prioritise reading and spelling and will not set additional homework.   
It is still vitally important that children keep up the personal reading and learning of their spellings. Children will 
receive their spellings on a Monday and be tested on a Friday. The children will continue to have the ‘test’ on a 
Monday to see which spellings they already know so they can concentrate on the spellings they need to learn. We 
will dedicate time to the teaching of the spellings in class. Reading remains a priority for all of our children and we 
ask that every family listens to their child read EVERY day. It is wonderful to share a love of books with them. We 
have seen significant improvements in both quantity and quality of reading and hope you will continue this focus 
on fluency and comprehension in your reading at home. 
 

 

As always, your continued encouragement and support is vital to your child ’s success - so thank you. If there are 
any worries or problems, please do not hesitate to contact us.  
 

I am sure the last two terms of Year 1 will be fantastic, filled with challenge, learning and lots of fun!  
 

Kind Regards, 
 

The Year 1 team  


